
Local Fish from
Local Fishermen

Sound Catch™ Salmon

In the Pacific Northwest,

we are lucky to live with a

bounty of fresh seafood,

meats, vegetables, and

fruits, all carefully tended

and harvested just min-

utes from our stores and

restaurants. So when you

choose your seafood,

make sure to offer wild,

locally caught Sound

Catch™ salmon to

your customers. They

will appreciate the

opportunity to share in

the abundance of our

local waters, and will

recognize the quality

only wild Washington

salmon can offer.



Sound Catch™   Salmon Products

Sound Catch salmon is caught

in the marine waters of Western

Washington, so it can be quickly

processed and delivered to the

area’s grocery stores and restaurants.

As with any perishable food, local

harvest allows for a fresher product.

Sound Catch is always top quality

wild salmon selected for the most

discriminating buyers. All of our fish

are handled carefully and immediately

chilled on board. They can also be

princess dressed at the buyer’s request.

Like local farmers, fishermen run

small businesses that support the

local economy and provide high

quality salmon at fair values for all.

By supporting local fishermen, you

ensure the continued availability

of this precious local product.

Salmon in Washington are carefully

managed to ensure their sustainability.

We catch only salmon that are allowed

for harvest, ensuring that we will have

a healthy resource for the future.

Sound Catch - the sound choice for salmon,
for fishermen and for the place we call home.

Species: Sockeye, King, Pink, Coho, and Keta.

Seasonality: Available fresh from July to November.
Fresh-frozen and smoked products
available year-round.

Products: Princess dressed at sea
Head-off dressed
Boneless fillets and portions
Custom canned and other cuts available

For more information about
Sound Catch salmon, contact:

Puget Sound Salmon Commission
1900 West Nickerson Street
Suite 116, PMB 210
Seattle, WA 98119
Tel: 206-595-8734
Fax: 206-542-3930
Email: soundcatch@seanet.com
www.soundcatch.org
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Make Local Fish
Your First Choice


